
  

AIG Put Sellers Active Seeing Worst in Rearview Mirror  

Ticker/Price: AIG ($32) 

 

Analysis: 

AIG (AIG) bullish flows today looking long-term with 1500 February $25 puts sold to open for $1.96 and 1,000 January 

2022 $23 put sold for $3.15. Put sales have been popular lately with activity in the Jan. 2022 $30s, Jan. 2021 $30s, and Jan. 

2022 $25s. AIG has seen call buyers recently in the August $34 and Aug. $32 strikes as well as the September $33 calls. 

Shares have lagged the broader market during the Summer rebound but setting up nicely with a rounded base above the 50-

MA with upside back to the 200-MA at $40.50. The $27.9B insurance leader trades 7.13X earnings, 0.54X sales and less than 

0.5X book with a 4% yield and strong ROE. AIG has fallen out of favor with concerns over COVID-19 claims, hurricane 

season, and damage from the recent protests but AIG positioned a lot better than peers given reunderwriting efforts, 

reduction in limits in the property book, and a significant cut in multi-year policies which locked in lower prices for longer 

terms. AIG also noted in June at the MSCO financial conference they started using more reinsurance to manage risk on the 

balance sheet and derisked their investment portfolio significantly over the last three years. AIG reports on 8-3 and shares 

higher four of the last five. Analysts have an average target for shares of $43. Citi out on 7-14 with an interesting note 

suggesting the only way to unlock value in the name could be a split given concerns over their L&R credit risk. RBC lowering 

estimates in May but noting that long-term AIG's favorable GI margins and pricing trends can act as an offset to near-term 

pressures, with cost savings programs also set to continue. Short interest is 1.8%. Hedge fund ownership rose marginally in 

Q1. Insiders active in May buying stock with a director adding 20,000 shares at $24.10, a more than $480K investment.  

Hawk Vision:  

 

Hawk’s Perspective: AIG with a nice coiled flag above the recent 55 MA breakout, setting up well. The reward/risk 

looks good into August earnings. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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